Liquid-crystal phase diagrams of binary mixtures of hard spherocylinders.
We have built the liquid crystal phase diagram of several binary mixtures of freely rotating hard spherocylinders employing a second-order virial density functional theory with Parsons scaling, suitably generalized to deal with mixtures and smectic phases. The components have the same diameter and aspect ratio of moderate value, typical of many mesogens. Attention has been paid to smectic-smectic demixing and the types of arrangement that rods can adopt in layered phases. Results are shown to depend on the aspect ratio of the individual components and on the ratio of their lengths. Smectic phases are seen not to easily mix together at sufficiently high pressures. Layered phases where the longer rods are the majority component have a smectic-A structure. In the opposite case, a smectic-A(2) phase is obtained where the shorter particles populate the layers and the longer ones prefer to stay parallel to the latter in the interlayer region.